
2011-2012 Scorecard: Director of Curriculum and Instruction (DCI)

Academic Goals Met?

Yes

100% of EOY goals are met Not Yet

100% of ACT goals are met Not Yet
100% of Reading Goals are met Not Yet

Yes

95% of scholars have at least a 2.5 TOPS GPA No

Teacher Growth Met?

100% of teachers meet assessment goals. No

Every teacher's DGM is at least 70% each day. No
All exit tickets are rigor-approved by ADs. Yes

No

Sci Academy BHAG: Sci Academy will prove that any high school student, regardless of background, can attain all the opportunities typically afforded only 
those in privileged prep schools. (BHAG: Big, Hairy, Audacious Goal (See 

DCI BHAG: All scholars will be academically prepared to MASTER any assignment given to them in their freshman year of college. 
(DCI: Director of Curriculum and Instruction)

All courses have EOY goals, aligned either to EOC/GEE 
or their own pre-written final. 

DCI/Academic Deans (AD)s report to trust data from all 
assessments. 

In a given walkthrough observation, there are: 
no scholar disruptions.
90% of class respectful.
90% of class on task. 



Teachers meet 100% of deadlines. No

Yes

No
100% of teachers observed at least once per day. Not Yet

Not Yet

Curriculum Met?

Yes

Scholar Needs Met?

No

Not Yet

Leadership Met?
Yes

Yes
DCI can articulate current gaps in AD performance. Yes
90% of teachers report that weekly PD is effective. Yes

Yes

DCI reports getting assistance of SL for all needs. Yes

Not Yet

Not Yet

ADs report that 100% of teachers reliably change after 
feedback.
100% of teachers input new assessment data at least 
once every three weeks.

100% of teachers receive a one-on-one coaching 
session twice per month. 

100% of ADs/DCIs/College Counselor report current 
curriculum meets scholars' college success needs to the 
best of our current capacity. 

100% of ADs/DCI/College Couselor report current 
academic skills/habits place scholars on track. 

Director of Intervention reports that 100% of scholars are 
receiving the interventions they need.

ADs immediately intervene with all challenged teachers. 
ADs can say a current strength and growth area for each 
teacher and themselves. 

Deans report that PD objs are within practice within the 
week. 

3 New CA DCIs fluent in responsibilities and necessary 
competencies by June 15, 2012. 
3 CA SLs accurately report the high performance of the 
DCIs. 
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Progress Toward Goal Help needed

All of these are set. 

Reading push coming. 

Progress Toward Goal Help needed

Sci Academy BHAG: Sci Academy will prove that any high school student, regardless of background, can attain all the opportunities typically afforded only 
BHAG: Big, Hairy, Audacious Goal (See Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies, Jim Collins)

DCI BHAG: All scholars will be academically prepared to MASTER any assignment given to them in their freshman year of college. 

Detail not included here to protect students and 
teachers.  This is essentially a list of teachers with 
their goals and distance from them.  It includes 
Interim Assessment Goals and end of year goals.  It 
also includes Reading Level Goals, measured by 
nationally normed assessments (example: GSRT) 
and ACT goals

I may need to game plan post iA 4 results. 
one thing I want your insight on is gunning for 
90%+ on ss/sci GEE v. ACT prep. Also, we 
have a bunch of 9th/10th repeaters who will 
need to take Math/ELA GEE. not anticipated. 
see above re: GEE v. ACT and the tradeoffs 
here. Board goals, etc.

All ADs report yes in weekly checkin. 
Need to figure out a way to calculate this using 
powerschool. Emailed Brenner. Still needed. 

solely on data and teacher prediction. Harder for met 
to keep track of by memory but all included on 
department dashboard. 
Week 23 didn't meet target
English: Mickey, Minnie, Donald
Math: Snoopy
Science: Scooby Doo, Tom & Jerry 
Soc. Stu. And Foreign Language (SSFL): Chandler, 
Joey, Phoebe, and Rachel

besides reinforcing with dean, 
troubleshooting other responses to the 
missed benchmark. 

Classes still worried about: 
Mickey Mouse
Snoopy
Phoebe
Rachel



Same as above

Progress Toward Goal Help needed

to best of our capacity

Progress Toward Goal Help needed

Progress Toward Goal Help needed
Much better. 

Working more and more on this. 
100% reported last academic PD effective!

in process

DGM (Daily Goal Mastery = Daily Exit Ticket 
Mastery) not entered at least one day for Week 23: 
Science: Scooby Doo, Jerry
Intervention: Ren, Stimpy
English: Donald and Minnie Mouse
SSFL: Chandler, Phoebe
Math: All entered!

Department Y lacking data.  Will talk to Academic 
DeanAlmost- still concerned about SLs. ADs hitting their 
person. 

trying some stuff right now w/ seniors. study skills 
schoolwide is coming to an AD work session in next 
couple weeks. this is continuing!
Around 60-70%. Need consistency on BIPS 
and teacher buy-in.  Tier 2 interventions 
needed. ESL. "Mild" kids- etc. 

All ADs readily able to do this each week.

What do you see your support to school 
leaders looking like next year? 
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Sci Academy BHAG: Sci Academy will prove that any high school student, regardless of background, can attain all the opportunities typically afforded only 

DCI BHAG: All scholars will be academically prepared to MASTER any assignment given to them in their freshman year of college. 

Next Steps
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